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Agenda

What is fundamental?

Teaching with intention



What is fundamental?

Relates to beliefs about (math)



Is it computation or is it estimation or is it 
broader number sense that includes knowing 
when to apply the operations, what they mean, 
etc.?

e.g. Is it knowing how to calculate 24 x 24 by 
hand ? 

Or is it knowing the kind of problem where you 
would do this? And/or that the answer must be 
between 400 and 900, maybe 600 ish?



Is it doing math?

Or is it understanding mathematical ideas?



What I mean by understanding…..

Here are some  examples of the difference 
between knowledge and understanding.



What is 4 x 8?

WITHOUT USING ANSWERS, how do you know  
that 4 x 8 has to be double 2 x 8?



What is 51 – 25?

I subtract two numbers and the answer is really 
close to the second number. What could  the 
numbers be?



What is 5/8 x 7/6?

I want to multiply two fractions and the answer 
has to be just a little bit less than each of them. 
What could I multiply?



What is 42% of 567?

How do you know 42% of  567  must be less 
than  280 without figuring it out?



Solve 4/x = 3.7/6

WITHOUT solving, tell what a good estimate for 
x would be and why.



What is x2 – 2x – 1 – (–3x +2)?

When you subtract a binomial from a trinomial, 
can your answer be a binomial? A trinomial? 
Explain.



Is it financial literacy ?

But is that about calculation or estimation or 
understanding ideas?



Is it learning the content in one grade that 
prepares you for the next grade, no matter how 
practical in life that  next grade’s content  is?



In high school, is it more about financial literacy, 
or algebra, or data or  what combination of 
those things?

Should it be about “manual” 
calculations/computations or use of technology 
married with estimations?



Is it mathematical processes, particularly 
reasoning, problem solving, communication?

Is it critical thinking?



Just  like in English- Is it identifying text forms or 
is it realizing why we use different text form?

Just like in second language- Is it oral or written 
or what combination?



Just  like in music- is it performing or knowing 
form and  structure or what combination?

Just like in Canadian and world studies- is it 
knowing the populations of various 
communities or realizing  how changes in 
population lead to changes in the way people 
live their lives. 



A common  question about math fundamentals 
is: Should kids know their facts?

The answer is a clear YES.



But is it mostly by old school type memory 
drills?

The answer is a a clear NO.



All the evidence is that we need kids to use 
strategies while learning facts to build number 
sense.

They commit to memory through repeated 
usage.



There is also tons of evidence that 
understanding leads to better retention.

We need to  think about ways for kids to use 
facts, whether in  games or problems.



For example…

Use the digits 0-9 in the blanks, each once to 
make these all true:
[] x [] = 2[]
[] x [] = 27
[] x [] = [][]
[] x 8 = 48



For example…

Use two numbers to make this true:
[] + 6 = 8 + [] 



Is knowing the facts the same sort of issue as 
being able do paper and pencil calculations?

I am going to argue not.



Nobody can say they know the  answer.  
They can only  have beliefs about what they 
think the answer is.

Should those beliefs change with changes in 
technology or not?



Although my focus is math, the same can be 
said about any topic.

No matter what you teach, you need to 
interpret curriculum and  make sense of what is 
most important for students to know and learn.



Take a minute

If you listed the five most fundamental ideas 
you teach (not skills), what would they be?



Let’s look at intention now.

Believe it or not, this is quite related to what is 
fundamental, no matter the subject.



My experience:

I plan lessons with teachers and ask: 
What do you want students to get out of the 
lesson?



Too often

A restatement of a learning expectation or the 
naming of a skill, but rarely, if ever, an idea that 
students will walk away with.



My experience:

After students work, too many teachers ask 
pretty much only “What was your answer?” and 
“How did you get it?”



I would wish…

A teacher to spend time thinking deeply about 
what s/he brings to students’ attention and asks 
questions to ensure that happens.



I believe we need

teachers who teach with intention:

who use specific learning goals that often focus 
on ideas, not just skills

who pull lessons together by focusing on ideas 
and not just answers 



What might a clear and valuable learning goal 
be?

I do not just see it as a restatement of 
curriculum, even though it, of course, addresses 
curriculum expectations.

I see it, frequently, as an idea that is to be 
brought to the surface that is important, in  my 
case, mathematically.



Here are some examples.



I tell you a number is 2 digits.
What else do you know about it?







Here is another example.



A problem :
There are 44 kids, some Gr.2 and some Gr. 3.

There are LOTS more Gr 3 kids compared to     
Gr 2.

How many of each might there be?



Then I pose this problem.

Now there are 48 kids in the two grades.

There are EXACTLY 4 more in Gr. 2 than Gr. 3.

How many of each?



Now I ask:

Were the numbers of each close or far apart?

Was either number in the 30s? Why or why not?

How did you figure out how many of each?



Why were there so many answers the first 
time?

Why were there not so many answers the 
second time?



And another
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Or this one:

Use your pattern blocks.

Put some together so that half of what you see 
is yellow.





What would students see?

There could be a lot of blocks or not that many.

The half could be half of the blocks OR half 
could be half of that area (and those are 
different).



Now…

Put together blocks so that what you see is 1/3 
red and 1/3 green.

Put together blocks so that what you see is 2/3 
red and 1/3 green.





What will students learn?

When you use 1/3 and 2/3, there cannot be any 
other colours because 1/3 + 2/3 is the whole.



Or this idea for a learning goal:

I want students to know that any number is a 
given percent of some other number, no matter 
what percent you choose.



I might ask:

40 is ____ % of _____.
What could be in the blanks?
Think of LOTS of possibilities.



Consolidation

Could 40 be 1% of something?
30% of something?
90% of something?



Consolidation

If 40 is ____ % of _____, are there numbers that 
could not go in the first blank? How do you 
know?

Are there numbers that could not go in the 
second blank? How do you know?



Or

I want students to know that if you know any 
percent of a given number, you know every 
other percent of that number.



I might ask:

Suppose I tell you that 30% of a number is 88.
What other percents of that number are you 
sure of?



Consolidation

What percents of the number were easiest for 
you to figure out if I told you 30%? Why those?



Consolidation

Could you have figured out 1%? How?

Could you have figured out 50%? How?



Consolidation

Are there any percents of that number you 
could not have figured out? Explain.



Suppose the topic were right angle 
trigonometry

You might want students to realize that once 
you know any trig ratio for an angle in a right 
triangle, you know ALL of the ratios.



You might ask:

Suppose you know the value of the sine of an 
acute angle.
What other ratios of that angle do you know?
What other ratios do you not know or are you 
not sure about?



Consolidate:

Which ratios were easiest to figure out right 
away? Why those?



Did you need to figure out the angle value or 
not to figure out the other ratios?

Would your values have been different if you 
had figured out the angle first?



The focus on intention is really a way to talk 
about the fact that teachers need to work on 
thinking about why they teach what they teach. 

Our curriculum documents don’t do a good 
enough job, in my opinion, in making these 
ideas clear.



It is something worth working on no matter 
what grade level or topic  you teach.



Take a minute.

Think of a lesson you taught recently.

How could you have made certain kids walk 
away with important idea?
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